Some Remarks on the Headgear of the Royal Türks
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I. INTRODUCTION

This article was inspired by Etsuko Kageyama’s thoughtful study on Hephthalite crowns in one of the last issues of this journal.1 At one point she briefly touches upon the question of the crown of the Türks (the successors of the Hephthalites in Western Central Asia), by referring to the differences between the crowns of the Türks and those of the Hephthalites. But in fact, our knowledge of “Türkic” crowns from the mid-sixth to the mid-eighth century is rather scanty. In this article I will offer a critical overview of this topic while at the same time introducing some relevant monuments up until now neglected in the discussion.

The chronicles of several Chinese dynasties inform us of the customs and traditions among the Türks (Tujue 突厥) and their ruling clan, the Ashina 阿史那. But although these reports include some basic (albeit rather topical) information about the Türks’ traditional costume and hairstyle,2 they do not mention anything about their headgear. Thus, from the Chinese dynastic records we hear nothing about special headgear in the sense of a crown being associated with the ruler of the Türks or with any of his high officials. But just a few years after the downfall of the Ashina Türks in Mongolia (742 CE), the chronicles mention a “barbarian hat” 胡帽 worn by the Uyghur Bilgä Kül Qaghan (re. 747–759) on the occasion of state ceremonies.3 Also the Uyghur Qatun wore a special headdress, namely a “cap with golden ornaments in the form of a horn pointing frontward” 金飾冠如角前指.4 In the western hemisphere a crown is mentioned in regard to an early Khazar prince.5 Given the close cultural similarities among Türks, Uyghurs, and Khazars (including a number of elements of political legitimation), it seems likely that the Ashina rulers also wore some type of royal headgear, even if there is no mention of it in the Chinese dynastic records. However, we possess sufficient archeological data as well as textual evidence to favor such an assumption. Some of these data have come to light only recently; others have been known for many years but either have been neglected or require, in the opinion of the present author, some further comments.

II. THE “BIRD TIARA” OF THE LATE EASTERN TÜRKS

The sculpture of the early-mediaeval nomads in Central Asia reveals a wide range of headgear types.6 However, most come from anonymous sites and so are extremely difficult to date with precision. Only very few specimens originate from archeological complexes associated with members of the ruling clan of the Türks. Yet these statues provide a valid starting point for the present study.

Probably the best-known sculpture relevant to our question is the head from a statue commonly attributed to the eastern Turkic prince Kül Tegin (d 731 CE) (Fig. 1 a-b), excavated in 1958 by a joint Czechoslovakian-Mongolian expedition at the site of Khöshöö-Tsaidam-2. The famous inscription found in 1889 by Nikolai Yadrintsev7 at this site identifies it as a “memorial” for Kül Tegin, younger brother of the Eastern Türk ruler Bilgä Qaghan (r. 716–734). Excavations revealed a small building (10.25 × 10.25 m) in the centre of the complex, consisting of a central room and a surrounding corridor. In the western part of the central room were found the headless torsos of two seated figures. Immediately to the east, the excavators located three pits, two containing fragments of the head of a statue with a tiara-like headdress.8

It is generally assumed that the head originally belonged to one of the seated torsos from the same building and represents an image of Kül Tegin himself.9 Although we lack any positive proof, this assumption accords well with the testimony of Chinese sources. Thus a passage in the Old Tangshu explicitly mentions a stone statue of Kül Tegin in his “ancestral temple,” obviously the chapel-like building at Khōshōö-Tsaidam-2: “In the 20th year (of the device “kaiyuan”) Que Teqin 閭特勤 (Kül Tegin) died. At the emperor’s command the Jinwu Jiangjun 金吾將軍 (the General of the Palace guards) Zhang Quyi 張去逸 and the Duguan Langzhong 都官郎中 (the Director of the Criminal Administration) Lü Xiàng 呂向 were sent with a letter sealed with the emperor’s seal to the barbarians in order to condole and to make offerings. They presented gifts and set up a stone stela 碑 with an inscription composed by the emperor himself. Furthermore an ancestral temple 祠 was erected. [There] a portrait [of the deceased] was cut out of stone and the four walls...
The headgear of Kül Tegin’s statue represents a high, tiara-like hat consisting of five panels, each of which is approximately rectangular with an arched upper end. The front panel is slightly higher than the four others. The lower end of the hat is marked by a circumferential band on which the five panels appear attached. Three ribbons hang from the back of the hat. Noteworthy is the en face figure of a bird of prey with spread wings, standing on the lower band on the front panel. It is not clear what kind of bird is depicted. At first, Lumir Jisl interpreted it only as “a heraldic bird, maybe an eagle.” Later, in a posthumously published work, he opted for a falcon and explained it either as a totem or as a symbol of death. Indeed, we know that the Turks associated the eagle or falcon with the soul of the deceased, and in fact, depictions of eagles or falcons appear in funerary contexts. But this bird could also represent a phoenix as a number of phoenix depictions with similarly spread wings are known from “memorial” complexes associated with peers of the late Eastern Turk Empire (some of them even contemporaries of Kül Tegin). Among the smaller fragments of statues, the excavators discovered “a piece of yet another, similar, but smaller tiara.” Jisl assigned that piece to the other seated torso that he discovered “a piece of yet another, similar, but smaller tiara.” Jisl assigned that piece to the other seated torso that he thought represented the wife of Kül Tegin. He therefore concluded that “all members of the royal family, at least in direct line, were entitled to wear this as an insignia of their status.” But there is a notable difference between these two tiara-like hats, as the one assigned to Kül Tegin’s wife seems to lack the image of a bird (at least Jisl does not mention one). And yet, the headgear of Kül Tegin was not unique in this feature, as we know from a recent find from the neighboring site Khöshöö-Tsaidam-1, the “memorial” of Kül Tegin’s elder brother Bilgä Qaghan. Here a Turkish-Mongolian expedition made the spectacular discovery of a depot containing some 2000 silver and gold objects. These include a golden “diadem” with close analogies to the headgear of the head from Khöshöö-Tsaidam-2 (Fig. 2). The “diadem” consists of a band of thin gold sheet on which five oblong panels are attached. The four side panels are decorated with tendril ornaments on a chased ground, while the front panel carries an en face image of a bird of prey with spread wings very much like that on the headgear of the head fragment from Khöshöö-Tsaidam-2. The lower and upper edges of the Khöshöö-Tsaidam-1 “diadem” band are pierced by a row of small perforations which obviously served to attach the object to some textile support, probably a hat or cap. The “diadem” was originally set with precious stones, but already at the time of the deposit all had been lost or deliberately removed. Thus it seems that this object was in use for some time prior to its final deposition.

The parallels between the recent find from Khöshöö-Tsaidam-1 and the head from Khöshöö-Tsaidam-2 are striking and have been noticed since the former’s discovery. It even seems that the “diadem” initially was part of similar tiara-like hat. Both objects strongly suggest that such a “bird tiara” was indeed used as a ceremonial headgear at the eastern Turkic court in the first half of the eighth century. But it probably was not worn by the Qaghan himself, because that would mean that a Qaghan and a Tegin would wear the very same insignia on their heads, which I find rather hard to accept. But how do we, then, account for the presence of this type of headgear at the “memorials” of both Bilgä Qaghan and Kül Tegin?

In order to speculate on the duty or office associated with this insignia it seems useful first to investigate the origin of the “bird tiara.” In this regard, some evidence points toward mid-Tang China. The first clue comes from the report in the Old Tangshu mentioned above, stating that it was Chinese artists who created the sculptures and mural in the “ancestral temple” at Khöshöö-Tsaidam-2. The parallel report in the New Tangshu even specifies this point by mentioning “six highly skilled men, sent by imperial order, who composed refined and naturalistic paintings.” The presence of an imperial Chinese workshop at Khöshöö-Tsaidam-2 is also confirmed by the well-known Runic inscription in which Bilgä Qaghan, the older brother of Kül Tegin, proudly states: “[I sent to the Tabghach Qaghan (i.e. the Chinese emperor) and called artists (hādīzchi) to come. I ordered them to decorate [the “memorial” of Kül Tegin]. He (i.e. the Chinese emperor) did not ruin my message. [They] sent the court artists (ichräki hādīzchi) of the Tabghach Qaghan. I got them to build an extraordinary chapel (bag), inside and outside I had them engrave extraordinary images (hādz).” Thus it seems that not only the paintings (of which only some very few remains survive) but also the sculptural decor at Khöshöö-Tsaidam-2 were the work of Chinese court artists.

Of course there is no reason to assume that those Chinese artists would not have faithfully reproduced the actual head-dress of the late prince. But both sources draw some light on a certain “chinoiserie” at the late eastern Turkic court. Could the “bird tiara,” therefore, have been imported from Tang China or at least been influenced by the contemporary Chinese costume? As I have shown elsewhere, such influences (and maybe even imports) are quite evident for other elements of Tang costume being fashionable at the late eastern Turkic court, notably belts. As for the “diadem” from Khöshöö-Tsaidam-1, a Chinese import cannot be totally excluded: there are closely comparable examples for its tendril ornament on a chased ground from Tang China. However, it seems far more probable that this outstanding object had been manufactured locally in a workshop at one of the late Eastern Türk residences, possibly by a Chinese or Central Asian master.
But there is other evidence to link the “bird tiara” with mid-Tang China: a very similar tiara-like headdress with a bird on the front panel appears on a wooden statue of Vaiśravaṇa from the Rashōmon (“the Castle Gate”) in Heian-kyō (ancient Kyōto), which is said to have been brought around 800 CE from China (Fig. 3). Although a Buddhist interpretation can be ruled out for the head fragment from Khöshöö-Tsaidam-2, the guardian statue in Kyōto points to a possible military context for the headgear in question. Indeed, we find a distinctively military hat with the image of a bird in China – the *heguan* (鶡冠), “he-bird hat” or “pheasant hat,” reserved for high-ranking military officials. In the mid-Tang period such “pheasant hats” were frequently given a tall shape, very much like the tiara from Khöshöö-Tsaidam-2 (Fig. 4).

As for the Turkic “bird tiara,” a military context accords well with what we know about the careers both of Bilgä Qaghan and Kül Tegin: Kül Tegin died as his royal brother’s supreme military commander. And Bilgä Qaghan held for many years the office of “Shad” (i.e., of a high-ranking army commander) before he seized the Qaghanate. Possibly the “diadem” found at Khöshöö-Tsaidam-1 was actually part of his old insignia as Shad. At least it seems that the diadem had not been used for some time prior to its deposit (obviously in 735, the year of Bilgä Qaghan’s death) because by then the “diadem” had already lost its stone inlays. At any rate it seems safe to say that the “bird tiara” was an insignia of supreme military authority among the late Eastern Türks and should be traced back to the “pheasant hat,” a traditional headdress of high ranking military officials in China.

III. THE HEADGEAR OF THE STATUE OF XIAO HONGNAHAI

At present, we know of only one archaeological site that can be firmly attributed to a Western Türk Qaghan, that of Xiao Hongnahai, c. 6 km southeast of the county seat of Zhaosu in the Tekes valley (Ill Kazakh Autonomous Prefecture, Xinjiang). Its relevance apropos the royal headgear of the Western Türks has previously been unnoticed.

The site represents a “memorial” similar to the ones at Khöshöö-Tsaidam. Its most remarkable extant feature is a 1.83 m-high stone statue of a male, facing east and holding a goblet in his right hand before his breast (Fig. 5 a-c). Below its belt runs a Sogdian inscription of 20 or 21 lines. The statue has been known since the 1950s, but only since 1990 have efforts been made to read and date its inscription, specifically by Yutaka Yoshida and Lin Meicun. Both scholars agree that it is dedicated to a certain Pāy Nirī Qaγan (*p'y nry x'y*n*), grandson of Mūxān Qaγan (*muux'n x'y*n*). On this basis, Takashi Ōsawa proposed to identify him with the western Türk-Qaghan *Nili* known from Chinese historical records. It is, therefore, only logical to assume that the statue itself represents an image of this little known western Qaghan who died shortly before or after 600 CE.

Despite its importance as the earliest securely dated Turkic sculpture, the Xiao Hongnahai statue has been neglected in scholarly discussion. In August 2008, I had the chance to visit the site and carefully examine the statue in situ. The most surprising results came from my inspection of its headgear (Fig. 6 a-d). Although the head of the statue is severely weathered, and in some parts even damaged, it is still possible to identify the major elements of its headgear. The basic element is clearly a headband to the top of which several other elements are fastened. Most prominent is a disc-shaped piece affixed to the front of the headband, on which can be made out an inner concentric and slightly convex element. Slightly smaller than the frontal disc are two other discs, each to either side, also affixed to the top of the headband. The elements between these three discs are not completely clear, but it is possible to identify an arc-shaped element at each side of the frontal disc. On top of each disc an additional, but smaller disc, appears to be attached.

Judging from the head’s rounded shape it might seem that these elements are to be appliqués on a flat cap or hat, but this impression probably due to the poor artistic quality of the statue, which was largely left *en bosse* with only very sparse modelling. Instead, we may assume that the depiction of a cinctle or headband that supports various elements was actually intended. That there is no indication of hair within the circle or above the headband but several braids are shown running down the back does not necessarily contradict this assumption. In my view this is simply because the artist paid attention only to the braids as they are characteristically Türkic. The same tendency can be observed on other Türkic statues with braids. Thus, it is most likely that the statue wears a crown composed of a cinctle or headband that supports several disc- and arc-shaped elements.

There are – to the best of my knowledge – no direct analogies for this type of crown from the archaeology of the early Türkic steppes. But we find comparable crowns both in Sogdia and in Eastern Turkestan. In Sogdia they appear on several early medieval terracotta figurines (Fig. 7 a-c). A further example comes from a sixth-century mural fragment from the northern wall of the ayvān of temple I at Pendjikent, which shows a “ruler” who wears a crown with three golden discs, probably affixed on a diadem (Fig. 8). Because of a serpent growing out of his shoulders he is generally identified with the Avestan demon Daḥhāk. However, this interpretation is not definitely proven. In Eastern Turkestan close comparative examples can be found on fourth–eighth century murals in the Kucha area, specifically at Qyzyl and Duldur-aqur where a very similar diadem with three discs appears as the headdress of apsaras.
Pendjikent has some iconographic parallels with Buddhist art of "Indian" origin for this crown. Further, in Sogdia, one might speculate about a—however distant—iconographic influences from Indian art are strong in the sixth century. At the same time, the so-called "Đañjhākā" from Pendjikent has some iconographic parallels with Buddhist art in China.

A link between Sogdia and the Kucha area on the one hand and a statue of Western Türk Qaghan in the Teke valley on the other is not at all surprising. The influential role played by Sogdians at the residences of the Turks is well known and it should be remembered that the statue in question carries a Sogdian inscription. The Tekes valley was, in fact, directly linked with the Kucha oasis via the Muzart pass. Documents from Astana, dating to around 670, show that this route was regularly used by Sogdian and Chinese merchants. What is even more noteworthy is that from the 560s to the 620s the residence of the Western Qaghan was mainly situated at the Ektag which should be localized somewhere in the Tianshan range just north of Kucha.

However, the wearing of a crown reminiscent of "Indian" models by a Western Türk-Qaghan is, admittedly, not easy to explain. Perhaps it is related to a Buddhist mission among the Western Turks—although in fact very little is known about this mission before the time of Xuanzang (and even later). We do know that as early as 564 a Chinese pilgrim monk named Daopan 道判 sojourned at the residence of the Western Qaghan at the Ektag. He was probably not the only one as the close proximity of the wealthy monasteries in Eastern Turkestan makes the early presence of Buddhist missionaries among the Western Turks very likely. Beside, Nili Qaghan was not a descendant of Ištämi, the founder of the hereditary line of the Western Turks, but the grandson of Mùxàn Qaghan and therefore of "eastern" origin. Among the Eastern Turks, however, Buddhist missions are amply attested from the days of Mùxàn and Tátpár Qaghan. Thus, the possibly Indian-inspired crown of the Xiao Hongnahai statue could actually be related to the Eastern Turks.

However, a headband or a diadem with two to three appliqués (but not actual "top pieces") might not have been completely alien to the sixth-century Turks. In a Turkic burial from Mogun-Taiga in Tuva (MT-58-VIII) the two small gilded rosette appliqués, found near the head of the deceased, should be interpreted as part of a headband or cap (Fig. 10 a-b). The burial cannot be dated before the second third of the seventh century; more probable is a date between the end of the seventh and the middle of eighth century, thus considerably later than the Xiao Hongnahai statue. However, two or three almost identical gilded rosette appliqués of an original diadem were found in a rich burial of an Early Avar warrior in Szegvár-Sápoldai (Hungary); a (possibly semi-official) imitation of a solidus of Maurice (from 583/584 and in mint condition) dates the burial probably still in the 580s. Most probably this Avar belonged to the first generation of Avars and came from the Asian steppes. Like his riding equipment and arms, the headband with appliqués appears to stem from traditions rooted in his old homeland somewhere east of the Urals, as already noted by I. Bóna.

Interestingly, a similar headgear consisting of a diadem or a headband with three oval-shaped appliqués is known from a mural in cave No. 33 (Chinese numbering; No. 20 after Grünwedel) in Bázáklík depicting a mourning scene at the Buddha’s parinirvāna and dating to the Uygur period (after mid-ninth century). The diadem in question is worn by a princely figure that features Mongoloid traits and—more importantly—long hair divided into long strands or braids (Fig. 11). Although the hair of the figure is partially defaced its outlines are still traceable. As this hairstyle is very similar to the one of the sixth–eighth-century Turks (see the depiction of a Türk at Qianling in Fig. 15 a-d discussed below) it might be suggested that the image actually goes back to an older representation of a Turkic prince.

Yet a further monument must be mentioned apropos of disc-shaped appliqués on a Turkic headdress, namely the funerary bed now in the Miho Museum (Shigaraki, Japan), most probably dating to the second half of the sixth or the beginning of the seventh century (Fig. 12 a-b). On two of its panels, figures identified as "Türks" wear a headdress consisting of a disc affixed to the centre of a headband. There are numerous examples of headbands or diadems with one central disc from sixth–eighth century painting or sculpture, such as from Qyzyl, Bâmiyân, and Dândân-uılıq and from Sogdia (Fig. 11 a-d). But, in contrast to the Miho panels, these examples show a central disc that clearly stands up from the band. This might suggest that we are dealing here with two different kinds of headdress revealing different functions or offices. In fact, the headgear on the Miho panels cannot be considered a "crown"...
as on one Miho panel (Fig. 12a) it is only members of the Tur-
kic retinue who wear this type of headband while their master
(whose princely status is indicated by a parasol) does not wear
any headgear at all. That this headband cannot even be consid-
ered as characteristic only for Türks is apparent from mid-
seventh-century murals from Afrasiab (Old Samarqand) where
we find a delegation with a very similar headdress (Fig.
14). The ethnic identity of these delegates is not entirely clear
but they are definitely not Türks.53

IV. THE HEADBAND OF THE WESTERN TÜRK-QAGHANS

In addition to the "Indian style" headdress of the statue of Xiao
Hongnahai we have evidence of another type of headgear worn
by the Western Türk-Qaghans in the seventh century, namely
a simple headband (without any appliqués) bound at the back of
the head. The first reference to this headdress comes from
Xuanzang 玄奘 who met the Yabghu Qaghan in spring 630
CE near Sūyāb. Concerning the Qaghan’s appearance, he
relates that “the Qaghan wore a robe [made of ] green damask
silk; his hair, which was ten feet long, he wore loose. Around
his forehead a band of white silk was wound which hung down
behind.”64

A very similar headband can be observed on one of the stat-
ues of the so-called “61 foreign chieftains” from the Spirit Road
of the Qianling 乾陵 (Fig. 15 a-d; Fig. 16). Divided into long
strands or braids, this identifies the figure as a Türk; further-
more, it can be demonstrated, with a high degree of probabil-
ity, this is indeed the depiction of a Western Türk Qaghan.

The statues of the “foreign chieftains” are arranged in two
groups of originally 32 statues, each composed of four rows
with eight statues, to the east and to the west of the passage
way (Fig. 17).55 Originally every statue of these "foreign chie-
fants" bore an inscription on its back giving the name and titles
of the depicted person; however, this inscription has long dis-
appeared from this particular statue. Fortunately, a list of 36 of
the original inscriptions has been preserved in the Chang’ān
Zhitu 長安志图; mid-fourteenth century).56 This list ulti-
mately goes back to four tablets, each containing the names
and titles of 16 statues, compiled from older rubbings and
placed near the statues between 1086 and 1094 by a certain You
Shixing 游師雄. Obviously, these tablets did not cite the
inscriptions in completely random order—in fact it seems
that each tablet contained the original inscriptions of two rows
of statues (each made up by eight persons) because the passage
in the Chang’ān Zhitu refers to a “first” and a “second left tab-
let” and a “first” and a “second right tablet”. This corresponds
perfectly with the four (2 × 2) rows of statues to the “left” of
the passage way and another four rows to the “right” of it.
However, by the time of the compilation of the Chang’ān
Zhitu only three of the four original tablets had survived,
namely the “second left tablet,” the “first right tablet,” and the
“second right tablet.” On the compilers of the Chang’ān
Zhitu deciphered (sometimes wrongly) the names and titles of
a total of 36 persons: 10 from the “second left tablet,” 12 from
the “first right tablet,” and 14 from the “second right tablet.”57
Chen Guocan was the first to draw attention to the existence
of these lists and scrupulously corrected them according to
data from the dynastical chronicles and encyclopaedias.58

Now, it seems possible to determine which of the 2 × 4 rows
of eight statues each belonged to the “second left tablet,” the
“first right tablet,” and the “second right tablet,” respectively.
A starting point is given with the surviving inscriptions of six
statues published 1960 and corrected by Chen Guocan in
1980.59 According to Chen these six extant inscriptions refer
to a king from Qiemo 且末, a Yabghu from Tokhāristān, a
Tegin from Tokhāristān, a king from Khotan, a king from Zhu-
juiban 真臘半, and an emissary from the Eastern Türks.
Unfortunately, neither the article from 1960 nor Chen’s sub-
stantial study indicates which of the surviving statues bears
which of the surviving six inscriptions on its back. When I
visited the site in July 2008, I was only able to identify the
statue of the Tegin of Tokhāristān and of the King of Zhujuiban
with certainty (traces of the original inscriptions on two other
statues were too badly preserved to be assigned). Yet these two
inscriptions make it clear that the inscription of the statue of
the Türk with headband once must have been recorded in the
“first right tablet.”

This observation helps us to narrow down the possible iden-
tity of the statue with a high degree of probability because
from the original 16 persons once recorded in the “first right
tablet” a total of 11 are still known to us from the list in the
Chang’ān Zhitu. Amongst them are only three Türks — all of
them Qaghans of the Nushibi or Duolu wing of the Western
Türks, namely Ashina Mishe 阿史那斛瑟羅 (d. 662 CE), his son
Ashina Yuanqing 阿史那元慶 (d. 692 CE) – both Qaghans
of the Duolu 呔六 wing – and his cousin’s son Ashina Huseluо
阿史那斛底羅 (d. 701 CE), Qaghan of the Nushibi 劁失畢
wing.60 Given that these close relatives stood near to each other
we might even restore one of the four persons missing from
the list, namely Ashina Buзhen 阿史那步真 (d. 666/667
CE), cousin of Ashina Mishe, father of Ashina Huseluо, and
Qaghan of the Nushibi wing of the Western Türks.

As we can see, the statue of a Türk from the Qianling is most
probably that of a Western Türk-Qaghan from the second half
of the seventh century. Like his ancestor in 630 he still wears a
simple headband bound together at the back of the head.
However, this headband was not part of the ceremonial cos-
tume of the Western Türk-Qaghans, although the crown on
the statue from Xiao Hongnahai at the turn of the sixth to
seventh century was part of such a costume. This is obvious
from the circumstances under which Xuanzang met the Qaghan who wore the headband, namely on a hunting excursion. Also, on the Qianling statue the headband is only a personal attribute because the statue was intended as a representation of a Chinese official, not of a sovereign of a foreign people.\textsuperscript{61}

The question then arises of whether there was an actual "crown" of the western Qaghans in the later seventh and the early eighth centuries. Numismatic data seem to deny it. The portrait of a seated male on the coin series which G. Babayarov recently attributed to Tong Yehu Qaghan does not show any headgear at all.\textsuperscript{62} Other series attributed to the same Qaghan show two half-length portraits \textit{en face} which Babayarov interprets as portraits of the Qaghan and the Qatun. But here again, the left one which seems to be a male person is given without any headgear; only the right and possibly female portrait wears a peculiar triple-pointed headdress.\textsuperscript{63} At this moment, however, it would be premature to give a definite answer because in a yet unpublished manuscript of al-Tha’alibi’s \textit{Ghurar al-siyar} in the Bodleian Library, Oxford, a “Qaghan, king of the Türks” (\textit{khāqān malik at-turk}) is mentioned who actually wore "a crown on his head" (\textit{tāg-uhu ‘alā ra’s-ih}).\textsuperscript{64}

V. CONCLUSION

This short survey should by no means be seen as a final result of research. However, I hope to have shown that the Royal Türks seem to have worn at different times quite different types of headgear. At least partly this variety seems to be due to functional aspects. Thus, the “bird tiara” was primarily worn by high-ranking military officials of the late Eastern Türks.

A second more general conclusion which might be deduced is a certain tendency for the Royal Türks to imitate “foreign” models. These models relate not only to Chinese influences (as in the case of the "bird tiara") but possibly also to more distant prototypes, as suggested by the statue in Xiao Hongnahai. At the same time, a specific “Türkic” form of crown is lacking. A possible reason for this is that originally Turkic chieftains do not seem to have worn a specific headgear as a sign of authority. Thus, the Türkic chiefs on the Miho bed or from the stone bed of An Qie (d. 579 CE) are all represented without any headgear at all. Probably, the Türk Qaghans and their entourage developed a taste for crowns and similar kinds of headgear only under the influence of their sedentary neighbours and subjects.
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33 A. M. Belenitskii and B.I. Marshak, “Nastennye rospisi, otkrytye v Pendenzii v 1971 godu,” in Sochineniya Gouzainstvennoy Ermitazha 37 (1975): 46; G. Azarpay, Sogdian Painting, The Pictorial Epic in Oriental Art. With contributions by A. M. Belenitskii, B. I. Marshak, and Mark J. Dresden (Berkeley: University of California Press, 1981), 67–68, 108, 187. Unfortunately, the published drawings of this mural differ somewhat from each other exactly with respect to the headgear: the drawing as published by Belenitskii and Marshak in 1973 (and in some later publications) clearly shows two disks (with two concentric circles inside) and the edge of a third one. However, this drawing is rather schematic and seems, therefore, not absolutely reliable. This is easily observed with comparing the drawing as published by the same authors in Azarpay, Sogdian painting, fig. 13. But although more accurate in detail it also shows two disks and the edge of a third one. In a different and also quite detailed drawing, published in A. M. Belenitskii and V. A. Meshkeris, “Smei-drakony v drevnem iskusstve Srednei Azii,” Sovetskoe arkeologiia 3 (1986): 24, fig. 8, traces of only two disks are reproduced. This, however, contradicts the description of the crown in A. M. Belenitskii, Monumental’noe iskusstvo Pendenzii (Moskva: Iskusstvo, 1975), 11.


36 A very similar crown consisting of a diadem with three discs is worn by a royal person in the lunette painting of the 38-meter Buddha at Bāmiyān (figure E.9 according to Z. Tarzi, D.6 E). However, this person seems to be due to the (repeated) reproduction exactly with respect to the headgear: the drawing as published by Belenitskii and Marshak in 1981, fig. 4, reproduces the published drawings of this mural differ somewhat from each other (with two concentric circles inside) and the edge of a third one. However, this drawing is rather schematic and seems, therefore, not absolutely reliable. This is easily observed with comparing the drawing as published by the same authors in Azarpay, Sogdian painting, fig. 13. But although more accurate in detail it also shows two disks and the edge of a third one. In a different and also quite detailed drawing, published in A. M. Belenitskii and V. A. Meshkeris, “Smei-drakony v drevnem iskusstve Srednei Azii,” Sovetskoe arkeologiia 3 (1986): 24, fig. 8, traces of only two disks are reproduced. This, however, contradicts the description of the crown in A. M. Belenitskii, Monumental’noe iskusstvo Pendenzii (Moskva: Iskusstvo, 1975), 11.


38 Possibly in the Yulduz valley (É. Chavannes, Documents sur les Toute-Kine [Turcs] occidentaux [St. Petersburg: Académie Impériale de Sciences, 1903], 535–37) or even in the Teke valley itself. Attempts to localize Ekrag in the Talas area or even in the Altai are not in accord with our sources (Stark, Die Altirakirenkzeit, 192, n. 1086).


40 If Beckwith’s derivation of the name of the first Turgesh Qaghan Wuzhicle (“Ochilijuq” from *Vajrapāni*?) is correct, this would shed some light on a surprisingly strong Buddhist impact on the elites of the On Oq at least by the second half of the seventh century; cf. C. I. Beckwith, The Tibetan Empire in Central Asia: A History of the Struggle for Great Power among Tibetans, Turks, Arabs, and Chinese during the Early Middle Ages (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1987), 68, n.70.


44 Regarding this coin see F. Somogyi, Byzantinische Fundmünzen der Anrnerzeit (Monographien zur Frühgeschichte und Mittelalterarchäologie 5) (Innsbruck, 1997), 84–87.


Each of the four Qaghans in question was only a Chinese puppet Qaghan. The statue’s character as a representation of a Chinese official is clear from the inscription mentioning the depicted person’s court title. Furthermore, the statue (like most of the other “foreign chieftains”) wears the contemporary Chinese court costume.
Fig. 1. Head of a Statue of Kül Tegin. 732 CE. Khöshöö-Tsaidam-2. h: 42 cm, l: 21 cm, d: 21.5 cm. Marble. National Museum of Mongolian History.


Fig. 2. Appliqué from a Headress. Before 735 CE. Khöshöö-Tsaidam-2. h: 9.8 cm, l: 25.7 cm. Gold and ruby. National Museum of Mongolian History, Ulaanbaatar. After Dschingis Khan, Cat.-Nr. 45.

Fig. 3. Vaiśravana. Tang (before c. 800 CE.). Wood. To-ji Temple, Kyoto. After Treasures from the To-ji Temple, ed. Kyoto National Museum, To-ji Temple and Asahi Shimbun. (Tokyo: Asahi Shimbun, 1995), 44.

Fig. 5 a–c. *Statue with Sogdian Inscription*. C. 600 CE. Xiao Hongnahai (Xinjiang). h 183 cm (above ground), l 050 cm (max.). Granite. *In situ*. Author’s photograph.

Fig. 6 a–d. Details of Fig. 5. Head of the Statue. Author’s drawings.


Fig. 5 a–c. *Statue with Sogdian Inscription*. C. 600 CE. Xiao Hongnahai (Xinjiang). h 183 cm (above ground), l 050 cm (max.). Granite. *In situ*. Author’s photograph.

Fig. 6 a–d. Details of Fig. 5. Head of the Statue. Author’s drawings.
Fig. 7. a–c. Sogdian Figurines. C. fifth–eighth centuries CE. Clay.


Fig. 8. *Dabāk* (?). Sixth century CE. Detail of a mural from the ayvān of temple I in Pendjikent. After G. Azarpay, Sogdian painting, fig. 35.
Fig. 9 a–c. Murals. C. fourth–eighth century CE Kucha region (Xinjiang).


Fig. 10 a–b. *Mogun-Taiga. Burial MT:56-VIII.* Seventh–eighth century CE.


- **b. Rosette appliqués from a headband.** After Grach, "Arkheologicheskie issledovaniia," fig. 60.

Fig. 11. *Mourning Prince at the Buddha’s Parinirvāṇa* (detail). After mid-ninth century CE. Mural from Bāzālklik, cave 33. After Zhao Min et al., eds., *Zhongguo Xinjiang*, fig. 107.
Fig. 12 a-b. *Two Panels from the Miho bed*. Northern Qi/Early Sui (second half of the sixth century CE). Marble.  
*a. Turkic chieftain and his entourage* (detail). Courtesy of the Shumei Foundation/Miho Museum, Shigaraki, Shiga, Japan.  

Fig. 13. *Headband or Diadem with Disc Appliqué*.  

Fig. 15 a–d. Statue of a Western Türk-Qaghan. Tang (c. 705 CE.). Qianling (Shaanxi). Limestone; h. c. 160 cm, l 45 cm (max.). Author’s photograph.

Fig. 16. Detail of Fig. 15.

Fig. 17. Sketch plan of the "61 Foreign Chieftains" at Qianling (Shaanxi). Author’s drawing.